Thermostatic Steam Trap Repair
Elements (Cage Units) for
All Makes & Models VAC - 300 PSIG
Features
n Single Source for ALL your thermostatic trap
elements
n Available for over 1000 makes and models
n One-piece repair reduces maintenance time and
aggravation*
n No special tools needed for installation
n The only repair element available today that is
calibrated to ensure maximum sensitivity in the field
n Every element is factory tested, under live steam,
before shipment to you
n lmproves original trap’s performance with a
payback in fuel savings within weeks
n Over 100 years repairing millions of steam traps.

Description
The Cage Unit comprises all working parts of
a thermostatic steam trap including the seat. All parts
are calibrated together under actual steam conditions
at our factory and are locked into the precisely correct
working relationship within a stainless steel housing.
This is a one piece, stand alone, fully removable and
testable “trap within a trap.” There are no loose parts to
contend with; gone is the potential of overtightening,
undertightening, crossthreading or misaligning assorted pieces of a “repair kit.”
To the user, calibrated construction of the
Barnes & Jones Cage Unit offers the assurance that every element will operate with the same
performance in the field as it did when tested in our factory. This guarantees a greater sensitivity than
could ever be promised with a bag of uncalibrated parts or any uncalibrated element.
Along with the fuel savings that accrues with the use of a more sensitive element, the Cage Unit
offers increased efficiency with maintenance as well. The one piece construction allows for removal and
testing of the element outside of the original trap body. See the reverse side for testing and maintenance
information.
Adaptations of the Cage Unit are available for more than 1000 makes, styles and sizes of thermostatic
steam traps for low, medium and high pressure service. Even if your system consists of traps from DunhamBush, Hoffman, Nicholson, Sarco, Warren-Webster and any other brands, Barnes & Jones Cage Units can
repair them all! Ask for the “Steam Trap Repair Guide” to find the Cage Unit specifically designed to upgrade
the working parts in your particular steam trap.
DO NOT be fooled by others offering a quick fix with nuggets, capsules, discs or other control
devices for steam traps. Barnes & Jones has been repairing thermostatic and float & thermostatic steam
traps for over 100 years and is the acknowledged leader in product performance and design.
*ln some instances a new cover is needed on the first installation only. Consult the B & J Steam Trap Repair Guide.
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Steam Trap Maintenance & Repair
A faulty steam trap can ...
– waste valuable heating $$$
–
– destroy condensate pumps
–
– create hot and cold spots within
–
a heating zone		

cause production inefficiency of process equipment
produce destructive water hammer
lead to undue wear on, and premature failure of,
other traps

COMMON METHODS OF CHECKING TRAPS
Some people feel that a hot return line from the trap indicates a leak.
Others listen to the trap for a tell tale whistle. Neither method is
practical! A trap which is cycling properly will discharge condensate
near saturated steam temperature. Obviously the return line will be
hot also. In a closed system, piping will carry noises for long
distances. With several traps in the vicinity, listening will not always
pin point the specific trap that is bad.
Observing the discharge from the traps is the only positive way of
checking the operation of a steam trap! Only then can you
determine whether the trap is cycling properly and if it closes tightly.
To do this in a closed system it is necessary to valve the discharge
at each trap, so that the discharge from that trap is isolated from the
Fig. 1
rest of the system and the condensate can be dumped to
atmosphere from the trap body as in Figure 1. lt is of course a more
costly installation but worth the added cost in the long run. Traps installed outdoors generally discharge to atmosphere and their operation can be observed readily.
lf it is deemed too costly, or is physically impossible, to
valve the discharge of every trap, the only possible way to
check the trap operation (unless you use Barnes & Jones
traps or Cage Units) is to remove each trap, mount it on a
test rack and observe the operation. This can be time
consuming and costly, perhaps as costly as to forget
preventive maintenance and simply wait for each trap to
fail badly before repairing it.

B & J MAKES TRAP CHECKING EASY
The Barnes & Jones thermostatic trap or any make of
thermostatic trap with a B & J Cage Unit interior can,
however, be easily and accurately tested by periodically
replacing the Cage Unit, as in Figure 2. Then the Cage Units
that have been removed can be tested in a representative
trap body that has been attached to a steam line such as in
Fig. 1. This can be done with complete accuracy as each
Cage Unit operates independently and the trap body acts
solely as a housing. This is not possible to do with other
manufacturers’ elements whose performance is dependent
upon the relationship of a screwed in seat, element, lock
washer and cover with the original trap body. The Cage Unit
combines all these parts in an unalterable working
relationship.
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